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and X is a halide element),[11,12] with an 
ionic conductivity of 10−4 to10−2 S cm−1 
which is close to or even higher than that 
of the liquid electrolytes, have been stim-
ulating the research on SSBs. The elec-
tronic conductivity of SEs, on the other 
hand, has not been well studied. A major 
reason is that the reported electronic con-
ductivity of most SEs is far lower than the 
ionic one and it has been taken for granted 
that such slight electronic conduction is 
negligible. Figure 1 summarizes the elec-
tronic conductivity of typical SEs reported 
in the literature. The electronic conduc-
tivities of SEs are typically measured by 
the direct current (DC) polarization of an 
ion-blocking cell with either two blocking 
electrodes (BEs) such as Au/SE/Au or one 
reversible electrode (RE) and one BE such 
as Li/SE/Au (Figure  1B). The conduc-
tivity measurement on a cell with one RE 
and one BE is also called Hebb–Wagner 
approach.[13,14] Under DC polarization, ini-
tially all the charge carriers migrate, but 
since there are no ion sources provided 
by the blocking electrode, at the steady 
state the measured current is considered 

solely from electronic carriers, and the electronic conduc-
tivity can then be determined from this current (see Figure 
S1, Supporting Information, and theoretical considerations of 
Hebb–Wagner approach in the Supporting Information).[15–18] 
Measured by these approaches, the electronic conductivities of 
sulfides, halides, and (Li-garnet) oxides are within the range of 
10−9 to 10−7 S cm−1 (Figure 1C and Table S1, Supporting Infor-
mation) which are several orders of magnitude lower than the 
ionic ones. It is then believed that such slight electronic con-
duction in SEs will not cause detrimental effects on battery 
performances.

However, large discrepancies exist between the reported 
electronic conductivity and existing results. One direct conse-
quence of electronic conduction in SEs would be the self-dis-
charge of SSBs caused by electronic leakage. For a typical lab-
scale 4 V SSB with a 1 mAh cm−2 areal capacity and 1 mm thick 
SE, assuming electronic conduction in SE follows Ohm’s law, a 
10−8 S cm−1 electronic conductivity will lead to a 20% decrease 
in the cell capacity after 21 days’ storage (i.e., a calendar life 
of 21 days) (see detailed calculations in the Supporting Infor-
mation). Such a fast capacity decay during aging has not 
been observed experimentally, even at elevated temperatures 
when the electronic conductivity increases, although the exact 
calendar life of SSBs has not been carefully studied. In addition, 
the reported electronic conductivity is also inconsistent with the 

While significant efforts are being devoted to improving the ionic 
conductivity of lithium solid electrolytes (SEs), electronic transport, which 
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and Li3YCl6, are reported. It is reported that the electronic conductivities 
of SEs are overestimated from the conventional measurements. By 
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and the anodic decomposition of SE is highlighted as the key source for 
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estimate the electronic conductivity of sulfides that decompose during 
measurement. Measured by the modified approach, the electronic con-
ductivities of all SEs are one or two orders of magnitude lower than the 
reported value. Despite that, the electronic conductivity of sulfides seems 
to be still quite high to enable SSBs with a long calendar life of >10 years, 
highlighting the critical need for a more careful study of electronic 
transport in lithium SEs.
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1. Introduction

The development of next-generation batteries has largely tran-
sitioned to a concept of “solid-state battery (SSB)” because of 
its great potential in improving the safety and energy density 
of today’s lithium-ion batteries.[1–5] As the key components of 
an SSB, solid electrolytes (SEs) have attracted intense research 
interest in the past decades.[6–11] An ideal SE should have a 
high ionic conductivity but a low electronic conductivity so that 
only Li ions are mobile between electrodes. Ionic conductivity 
has been considered the major criterion for SE development. 
The discovery and development of several superionic conduc-
tors including sulfides (Li2S-P2S5 and its derivatives),[6–9] oxides 
(e.g., Li-garnets),[10] and halides (Li-M-X, where M is a metal 
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large bandgaps (3.7 eV for β-Li3PS4,[19] 4.6 eV for Li3YCl6,[20] and 
6.4  eV for LLZO[21] computed from density functional theory. 
For materials with such a wide bandgap, the thermal energy 
at room temperature is usually considered insufficient to form 
free electronic carriers by directly exciting electrons from the 
valence band to the conduction band, and therefore none of the 
SEs should have electronic conductivity close to 10−8 S cm−1.[22] 
These discrepancies suggest that the measured values from the 
conventional approaches may not reflect the intrinsic electronic 
transport properties of those SEs. It should also be noted that 
recent theoretical work shows that the bandgaps may not be a 
good descriptor for the electronic conductivity of SEs where the 
point defects (both intrinsic and extrinsic) can play an impor-
tant role in the electronic transport properties.[23–25]

While the above-mentioned discrepancies imply that the 
intrinsic electronic conductivities of SEs should be lower than 
the reported values, they are never zero, and therefore any SE 
can essentially be considered as a mixed ionic and electronic 
conductor. It should be noted that even very small electronic 
conductivity can lead to perceptible self-discharge especially 
when the battery is not under constant use (Figure 1A).[26] While 
SSBs based on LiPON thin-film electrolyte have been demon-
strated to have a calendar life of >10 years,[27] we propose that 
long calendar life cannot be assumed for bulk-type SSBs based 
on sulfide, Li-garnet oxide, and halide SEs due to the drasti-
cally different electronic conductivity of SEs (the electronic 
conductivity of LiPON is 10−14 to 10−13 S cm−1).[27–30] Whether 
the electronic conductivity of the bulk-type SEs is sufficiently 

low to enable a long calendar life remains unknown for the 
SSB community. If we do a similar rough estimate for a future 
4 V SSB with a 5 mAh cm−2 areal capacity and a 30-µm-thick 
SE using Ohm’s law, the electronic conductivity of the SE 
should be lower than 5.7×10−12 S cm−1 to enable a long cal-
endar life of 15 years. In addition to electronic leakage, recent 
works also indicate that the inherent electronic conductivity in 
SEs, despite being very small, can cause internal deposition 
of lithium dendrites inside the bulk SEs when Li metal was 
used as the anode, leading to cell shorting.[31,32] As the energy 
density of SSBs can hardly be comparable with that of conven-
tional lithium-ion batteries unless Li is used as the anode,[1,3] 
understanding the electronic transport and conduction mecha-
nisms in battery SEs is critical to develop high-energy-density 
SSBs. Moreover, recent reports by Nazar and Janek [33,34] pro-
posed that the intrinsic electronic conductivity of halide-based 
SEs also plays a key role in the electrochemical stability of SEs 
in SSBs, that is, SEs with a lower electronic conductivity tend 
to have less decomposition when used with high voltage cath-
odes, and therefore understanding the intrinsic properties of 
electronic conduction in SEs also has important implications 
in improving the interfacial stability and cycling stability of 
high-voltage SSBs.

It should also be noted that most previous research on the 
electronic conductivity of SEs reported a single value as the 
electronic conductivity of a particular SE. However, because 
the concentrations of electronic carriers in a SE change with Li 
activity, the electronic conductivity of Li SEs depends on the Li 

Figure 1. A) Electronic conductivity in SEs can lead to cell self-discharge, internal deposition of Li dendrites, and accelerated decompositions of SEs at 
the electrode/electrolyte interfaces. B) Ion blocking cells with two blocking electrodes or one reversible and one blocking electrode for measuring the 
electronic conductivity of SEs. C) A summary of the reported electronic conductivities of sulfide, halide, and oxide (garnet) SEs. Detailed information 
of the electronic conductivity data is included in Table S1, Supporting Information.
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activity which changes in the bulk electrolyte when the cell was 
polarized (see Supporting Information).[26,35,36] The depend-
ence of electronic conductivity on Li chemical potential has 
been studied in several theoretical works.[23–25] It has also been 
reported that the electronic conductivity of oxygen ion conduc-
tors can change >3 orders of magnitude as the O2 partial pres-
sure changes from 105 to 10−16 Pa.[37] Since the lithium activity 
changes by tens of orders of magnitude in the case of a 4  V 
SSB, one would expect a drastic change in the electronic con-
ductivity at different locations of the SE in a real battery. This 
also means that the measured electronic conductivity from 
a cell where the Li activity of the SE is either unknown (e.g., 
in the cell with two blocking electrodes) or different from that 
in an SSB cannot reflect the real electronic transport property 
of the SE in the SSB. The Li activity or voltage dependence of 
electronic conductivity of SEs is essential to fully understand 
the effects of electronic conduction on battery performances 
and provides critical insights to understand the conduction 
mechanism, but such information has unfortunately not been 
revealed thus far.

While the electronic conductivities of SEs under a wide 
range of potentials from 0 to 4.5  V versus Li/Li+ are impor-
tant to understand the behavior of the SE in a real SSB with 
Li metal anode and high-voltage cathodes, determining such 
important information is unfortunately not always possible 
due to the limited electrochemical stability of SEs.[38,39] The 
thermodynamic electrochemical stability window of sulfide-
based SEs is ≈0.4 V (from 1.7 to 2.1 V vs Li/Li+) and most solid 
electrolytes are not thermodynamically stable at 0 V versus Li/
Li+.[39,40] When a SE is polarized/used at a voltage beyond its 
stability window, it will decompose. The electrolytic decomposi-
tion of SEs not only causes the formation of interphases that 
have different electronic conductivity and can alter the potential 
applied on the SE,[41] but also leads to ionic currents that can 
hardly be separated from the electronic one during electronic 
conductivity measurement. While it has been well-recognized 
that SEs can be used beyond their stability window to make a 
high-voltage SSB due to kinetic stabilizations, measuring and 
understanding the electronic conductivity of SEs that decom-
pose remains challenging.

In this work, we report that the electronic conductivities 
of SEs were overestimated from the conventional measure-
ments and present the sources for the inaccuracy for both 
two-blocking-electrode measurement and Hebb–Wagner 
approach. Based on the findings, we propose modifications 
in the electrode selection, measurement, and data interpreta-
tion to approach the intrinsic electronic conductivity of SEs. 
Three representative SEs, including Li3PS4 (LPS), Li7La3Zr2O12 
(LLZO), and Li3YCl6 (LYC) were used in this work to investi-
gate the electronic conductivity of sulfide-, oxide-, and halide-
based SEs, respectively. The electronic conductivities of all 
three SEs are measured to be at least one or two orders lower 
than the reported values at typical battery operating voltages. 
While the lower electronic conductivity is certainly desir-
able for practical application, the electronic conductivity of 
cold-pressed sulfide SEs does not seem to be lower enough 
to enable SSBs with a long calendar life of >10 years, high-
lighting the critical need for a more detailed study of elec-
tronic conduction in SEs.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Electronic Conductivity Measurement Using a Two-Blocking-
Electrode Cell

We first revisit the electronic conductivity measurement using 
two ion-blocking electrodes. 100-nm-thick Au film was sput-
tered on both sides of LLZO, LYC, and LPS SEs as the ion-
blocking electrode. The Au/SE/Au cells were then polarized at 
DC voltages from 0.1 to 3 V. The current evolution under DC 
polarization was recorded for a duration of 3 h to determine the 
steady-state current (SSC). Three hours was used as the dura-
tion for polarization measurement because for most measure-
ments the current after 3 h does not change 10% over a long 
period. Figure 2A shows typical current profiles under a polari-
zation voltage of 0.3 V. The SSCs under different polarization 
voltages are included in Figure  2B. The electronic conductivi-
ties of the SE under different polarization voltages were then 

determined by Ohm’s law, σ = ×
L

S

I

E
, where σ is electronic 

conductivity, L is the thickness of the SE, S is the area of the 
SE, E is the polarization voltage, and I is the SSC. As shown 
in Figure 2C, for all SEs, an increase in the electronic conduc-
tivity can be observed as the polarization voltage increases to 
>0.5 V. Comparing the electronic conductivity for different SEs, 
a general trend of LPS > LYC > LLZO can be observed. The 
magnitudes of electronic conductivities of LLZO, LYC, and LPS 
are within the orders of 10−9 to 10−8 S cm−1, consistent with the 
previously reported results (Figure 1C).

While the general trend for the electronic conductivity of 
different SEs agrees with the computed bandgaps of these 
materials,[19,42,43] this approach overestimates the electronic 
conductivity of SEs based on the following reasons. As men-
tioned above, the electronic conductivity of any Li SE largely 
depends on Li activity. However, for the cell with two Au elec-
trodes, under a particular DC polarization only the difference 
between the cathode potential and anode potential is controlled 
and the absolute potential for each electrode is not defined. 
Therefore, the Li activity of each electrode is undefined. It is 
thus unclear which Li activity range the electronic conductivity 
is being measured. One can expect that the measured SSC is 
the maximum current that can be allowed to flow under the 
given polarization voltage, and therefore it has been considered 
that the electronic conductivity measured by a two-blocking-
electrode cell can be considered as the upper limit of the elec-
tronic conductivity.[44,45] The second source that can lead to an 
overestimated result is the electrolytic decomposition of SEs 
due to the limited electrochemical stability window of SEs, par-
ticularly for sulfides. Many previous works on the electronic 
conductivity measurement of sulfide-based SEs used a polariza-
tion voltage of 1 V,[46,47] however, due to the limited electrochem-
ical stability window of sulfide SEs (≈0.4  V),[38,39] during the 
measurement the SE will be decomposed, that is, the SE will be 
oxidized on one side, forming Li poor decomposition products 
such as S and P2S5, and reduced on the other side, forming 
Li rich compounds such as Li2S and Li3P with ionic current 
passing through the SE. The passing of ionic current within the 
SE during the measurement leads to an overestimated SSC as 
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the DC polarization methods assume only electronic carriers 
are flowing at steady state. Given that the SSC for electronic 
conductivity measurement is usually very small (at the order of 
nA or lower), even slight decomposition of SEs can lead to a 
significant influence on the measurement. We believe electro-
lytic decomposition SE is also the reason why the SSC of LPS 
first increases and then decreases with polarization voltages 
(Figure  2B). As the polarization voltage increases, the decom-
position of LPS is initiated and accelerated. After the forma-
tion of a passivation layer, the decomposition reaction rate will 
decrease. Another source of inaccuracy for the two-blocking-
electrode cell measurement arises from data analysis. Ohm’s 
law has been used to determine the electronic conductivity 
of SEs measured by the two-blocking-electrode cell.[33,46,48,49] 
However, for superionic conductors where the concentration 
of ionic carriers (Li vacancies or interstitials) is much higher 
than that of the electronic ones (electrons and holes), the high 
concentration of ionic carriers does not allow to build up an 

internal electrical field.[15–17,50] As a result, the transports of elec-
trons and holes are driven by their chemical potential or con-
centration gradient governed by Fick’s law of diffusion, not by 
migration under an electrical field. The inappropriateness of 
using Ohm’s law is also supported by i) the deviation from the 
linear behavior between SSC and polarization voltage for elec-
trochemically stable LLZO and LYC (Figure 2B) and ii) the non-
zero SSC at a polarization voltage of 0  V based on the linear 
extrapolation of SSCs measured at lower voltages (Figure 2D).

Nevertheless, even though two-blocking-electrode cells 
cannot be used to determine an intrinsic electronic conductivity 
of SEs, the measured values can still provide important insights 
on the electronic transport properties of SEs. First, if the meas-
ured electronic conductivity is already negligibly small, for 
example, the electronic conductivity of LiPON determined by 
this approach is in the order of 10−14 to 10−13 S cm−1,[27,45] there 
is no need to determine the instinct values for the purpose of 
practical application. Second, if the polarization voltages are 

Figure 2. Electronic conductivity measurement of LLZO, LYC, and LPS SEs using a two-blocking-electrode cell. A) Current evolution of Au/LLZO/Au, 
Au/LYC/Au, and Au/LPS/Au cells under DC polarization of 0.3 V. The steady state current was determined at the end of the 3 h test. B) Steady-state 
currents of Au/LLZO/Au, Au/LYC/Au, and Au/LPS/Au cells under DC polarization at voltages from 0.1 to 3 V. C) Electronic conductivities of LLZO, 
LYC, and LPS at different polarization voltages. The values are determined from the steady-state currents based on Ohm’s law. D) Linear fitting of the 
steady-state currents at low polarization voltages <0.5 V and the resultant electronic conductivity. E) Sources of inaccuracy for electronic conductivity 
measurement using a two-blocking-electrode cell.
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sufficiently low to avoid electrolytic decomposition, the meas-
ured results can provide meaningful results for the relative 
magnitude of electronic conductivity, especially for the same 
type of SEs (sulfide, oxides, or halides) of which the defect 
equilibria do not change much under a specific polarization 
voltage. We believe the electronic conductivity determined by 
linear fitting of the SSC at low polarization voltages (Figure 2D) 
can reflect the relative magnitude for different SEs, and these 
values (3.0 × 10−9 S cm−1 for LPS, 4.5 × 10−10 S cm−1 for LYC, and 
6.2 × 10−10 S cm−1 for LLZO), which are much smaller than the 
10−7 to 10−9 S cm−1 reported in the literature (Figure 1C), can be 
considered as the upper limits of those SEs under these polari-
zation voltages.

2.2. Electronic Conductivity Measurement Using Hebb–Wagner 
Approach

Due to the intrinsic limitation of the two-blocking-electrode 
cell in determining the electronic conductivity of SEs at a 
particular Li activity, Hebb–Wagner approach that includes a 
reversible electrode to define the potential should be used to 
measure the intrinsic electronic conductivity of SEs (see theo-
retical considerations of Hebb–Wagner approach in the Sup-
porting Information).[17] It has been generally accepted by the 
community that Hebb–Wagner polarization method is the most 
viable experimental method for measuring electronic/ionic 
partial conductivities in mixed ionic and electronic conduc-
tors.[16,50] Nevertheless, inaccuracies also exist in the reported 
electronic conductivities measured using this approach due 
to i) instability of SEs at the anode side that can lead to inter-
phase formation and potential variations of the reference elec-
trode[41,51] and ii) instability of SEs at the cathode side[52] that 
can lead to interphase formation and ionic current to be meas-
ured. To understand the relative contribution of these sources 
to the inaccuracy of the measured electronic conductivity, SSCs 
during increasing and decreasing voltages for LLZO, LYC, and 
LPS SEs with different reversible electrodes (Li, Li–In, and 
Li–Sb) were measured, as shown in Figure 3. The typical cur-
rent profiles during DC polarization are shown in Figure S2, 
Supporting Information. The utilization of high-voltage alloy 
anodes, Li–In with an electrode potential of ≈0.6 V versus Li/
Li+, and Li–Sb with an electrode potential of ≈0.9 V versus Li/
Li+[53] allow to study the effect of cathodic decomposition of SEs 
on the measurement, as the interfacial stability between SE 
and the reversible electrode improves as the anode potential 
increases.

The first observation is that for all SEs, the measured SSCs 
are strongly correlated with the potential of SE at the Au elec-
trode (top X-axis, Figure 3) rather than the polarization voltage 
applied on the cell (bottom X-axis, Figure  3). This strongly 
indicates that the electronic conductivity of SEs varies with Li 
activity or the potential of the SE, because if the electronic con-
ductivity is independent of Li activity, then the measured SSC 
would be proportional to the polarization voltage (bottom X-
axis). This result supports that it is not appropriate to report 
a single value for the electronic conductivity of SEs. In addi-
tion, if we look along the horizontal direction of Figure 3, the 
differences between SSCs measured during increasing and 

decreasing voltages are larger and larger from LLZO, LYC to 
LPS SEs. The difference in the SSCs during increasing and 
decreasing voltages indicates electrolytic decompositions 
occurred when measuring the SSC during increasing voltages. 
As a result, the measured SSCs include both ionic and elec-
tronic currents and therefore cannot be used to determine the 
electronic conductivity of SEs. While the instability of SEs with 
the reversible electrode (typically Li metal) has been widely con-
sidered the main source of uncertainty for Hebb–Wagner meas-
urements,[41] here we show that the inaccuracy of the measure-
ment is mainly due to the anodic or oxidation decomposition of 
SEs. The statement is also supported by very similar values of 
SSCs for the cells with different reversible electrodes if we look 
along the vertical direction of Figure 3. Even though the decom-
position of SEs with Li metal anode can lead to variations in the 
potential of the reference electrodes and the formation of an 
interphase between Li and SEs, the cathodic decomposition of 
SE does not influence the SSCs, probably because the formed 
interphase is very thin (up to hundreds of nm)[51,54] compared 
with the thickness of SEs (≈1 mm) and the interphase cannot 
contribute much to the overall electronic conductivity. On the 
other hand, if the anodic decomposition of SE occurs, the Li 
in the SE adjacent to the blocking electrode will be depleted 
while on the other side of the cell, Li will be inserted/alloyed/
plated on the reversible electrode depending on the storage 
mechanism of the reversible electrode. This essentially makes 
the Hebb–Wagner cell a battery where Li ions pass through 
the SE, leading to ionic current to be measured in the SSCs. 
The dominant contribution of anodic decomposition SEs in the 
inaccuracy of the measured results is also supported by the dif-
ference of the SSCs during increasing and decreasing voltages 
increases with the decrease in the anodic stability of SEs from 
LLZO, LYC to LPS. Our results show that the anodic decompo-
sition of SEs can lead to a much larger measurement inaccu-
racy than the potential variation of the reversible electrode and 
the interphase formation on both electrodes (Figure 3J).

2.3. Electronic Conductivities and Their Voltage Dependence of 
Oxide and Halide SEs

Based on the inaccuracy analysis for the Hebb–Wagner 
approach, it is then possible to measure the intrinsic electronic 
conductivity of SEs using this method if the applied potential 
on the blocking electrode is lower than the anodic limit of the 
SE and a reversible electrode that is stable with the SE is used. 
Based on first-principles computation, LYC is thermodynamic 
stable between 0.62 and 4.21 V versus Li/Li+.[40] While the same 
computational approach also predicted that the thermodynamic 
electrochemical stability window of LLZO is 0.05–2.91  V, the 
oxidization decomposition of LLZO seems to be kinetically 
sluggish, as no experimental evidence has been reported for 
the oxidation of LLZO within typical battery operation voltages 
even with the addition of a significant amount of carbon.[38] 
The excellent anodic stability of LYC and LLZO allows us to 
do further data analysis using the SSCs measured from the 
Li–In/LLZO/Au and Li–Sb/LYC/Au cells during increasing 
voltages. The utilization of Li–In (0.6 V) and Li–Sb (0.9 V) with 
these SEs ensures that the anode is stable with SEs, as the 
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Figure 3. Steady-state currents measured from Hebb–Wagner approach. The measurements are done in cells with Au as the blocking electrode and 
A–C) Li (top), D–F) Li–In (middle), or G–I) Li–Sb (bottom) as the reversible electrode, and LLZO (A, D, and G, left), LYC (B, E, and F, middle), or LPS 
(C, F, and I, right) as the SE. The polarization voltage was gradually increased from a potential slightly higher than the OCV of the cell to a point where 
the potential of the Au electrode is 4.4 V versus Li/Li+ and was then decreased back with a step size of 0.2 V. The steady-state current at each step was 
included in the figure. The bottom X axis means the polarization voltage applied on the cell and the top X axis means the potential of the SE at the Au 
electrode versus Li/Li+. J) Sources of inaccuracy for electronic conductivity measurement using Hebb–Wagner approach.
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thermodynamic cathodic limit for LLZO and LYC is 0.05 and 
0.62  V versus Li/Li+, respectively.[38,40] To minimize the effect 
of possible oxidation of SEs at high voltages, we also excluded 
the SSCs measured at 4.4 V for LLZO and 4.2 and 4.4 V for LYC, 
as shown in Figure 4A,C. As the SSC at each voltage can be 
considered as the current of the cell when the SE is polarized 
between the anode and the cathode, we used it to determine the 
mean conductivity of electron and holes σ +e h  based on Ohm’s 

law, σ = ×+
L

S

I

E
e h , where L is the thickness of the SE, S is the 

area of the SE, E is the polarization voltage, and I is the SSC. 
The mean electronic conductivity of LLZO (Figure 4B) increases 
from 4.8 × 10−12 S cm−1 when the SE was polarized between 0.6 
(potential of Li–In electrode) and 2.1  V (potential of Au elec-
trode) to 3.4 × 10−10 S cm−1 when it was polarized between 0.6 
and 4.2 V. The mean electronic conductivity of LYC (Figure 4D) 
increases from 4.4×10−11 S cm−1 when polarized between 0.9 
and 3.0 V to 1.7 × 10−9 S cm−1 when polarized between 0.9 and 
4.0  V. These values are much lower than the reported values 
shown in Figure  1C. Even at 60  °C, the mean electronic con-
ductivities of LLZO in typical battery operation voltages are still 
at the order of 10−10 S cm−1. (Figure S3, Supporting Informa-
tion). The increase in the mean electronic conductivity with 

the increased polarization voltage further confirms the voltage 
dependence of electronic conductivity.

Although these numbers provide important information 
about the averaged total electronic conductivity of SE when 
polarized between certain voltages, similar to the data anal-
ysis for two-blocking-electrode measurement, the utilization 
of Ohm’s law to describe the diffusion-driven transport of 
electronic carriers can lead to inaccuracies in the results. The 
theory of Hebb–Wagner approach considers the diffusion-
driven transport of electronic carriers (see Supporting Infor-
mation),[15–17,50] and thus allows determination of the conduc-
tivity of electron and hole, σe + h, at a specific voltage based on 

equation: d

d
σ = ×

L

S

I

E
. An increase in σe + h with the polariza-

tion voltage can be observed for LLZO (Figures S3 and S4A, 
Supporting Information) and LYC (Figure S4B, Supporting 
Information).

It should also be noted that the classical theory of Hebb–
Wagner approach (see details in the Supporting Information) 
provides an accurate relation between SSC (total current of 
electron and hole) and polarization voltage.[16] However, the 
SSCs of LLZO (Figure 4A) cannot be fitted by the relation pre-
dicted by the theory. The same trend of SSC evolution was also 

Figure 4. Steady-state currents of A) Li–In/LLZO/Au and C) Li–Sb/LYC/Au measured during increasing voltages. The mean conductivity of electron and 
hole, σ +e h , of LLZO (B) and D) LYC when the cells were polarized at certain voltages. σ +e h  is calculated based on Ohm’s law.
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observed from a repeated measurement (Figure S5, Supporting 
Information). The exact reason for the measured behavior is 
currently unknown. As the Hebb–Wagner theory predicts that 
the SSC will increase exponentially with voltage if holes are the 
electronic carrier and the SSC will increase to a plateau with 
voltage if electrons are the carrier,[16,50] the sharp increases in 
the SSC at high voltages imply that holes are the electronic car-
rier for LLZO and LYC within the measure voltages because the 
concentration of holes increases with the increase of voltage (or 
decrease in Li activity).

2.4. A Two-Step Polarization Method to Estimate the Electronic 
Conductivity of Sulfide SEs

Due to the limited electrochemical stability of sulfide-based SEs 
(from 1.7 to 2.1 V),[38,39] there will always be electrolytic decom-
position in an ion-blocking cell if the SE is polarized at a voltage 
beyond its stability window, and the inclusion of ionic currents 
in the measured SSCs precludes the possibility to do any mean-
ingful analysis to determine its electronic conductivity. Since 
the decomposition of sulfide-based SEs will occur anyway in 
a practical SSB, it would be important and more technologi-
cally relevant if we can determine the electronic conductivity of 
sulfide SEs with their decomposition products. This idea leads 
to a modified procedure to estimate the electronic conductivity 
of sulfide-based SEs that decompose. As described above, the 

major source of the inaccuracy of Hebb–Wagner approach 
to determine the electronic conductivity of a SE is the anodic 
decomposition of the SE. However, the oxidation products of a 
sulfide-based SE typically contain S, P2S5, and other compounds 
depending on the composition of the SE.[39,55] Those products 
are highly insulating, both electronically and ionically, and the 
formation of these products at the cathode/SE interface can sig-
nificantly suppress further decomposition of SEs. In addition, 
these products will not be reduced until a very low voltage of 
≈2.1 V. The irreversible and self-limiting formation of oxidation 
products offers an opportunity to estimate the electronic conduc-
tivity of sulfide-based SE in a high-voltage cell. Figure 5A shows 
the proposed two-step polarization procedure. The sulfide-
based SE, Li6PS5Cl, was first polarized between 0.6  V and a 
high voltage of 4.4 V versus Li/Li+ to enable its complete oxida-
tion, and then the SE was then polarized between 0.6  V and 
a slightly lower voltage of 4.1 V versus Li/Li+ to determine the 
SSC. Since oxidation of SE occurred at 4.4 V, the SSC measured 
at 4.1  V would be mainly from the electronic conduction and 
therefore can be used to determine the electronic conductivity. 
Li6PS5Cl, instead of LPS, was used to demonstrate the proposed 
two-step polarization approach because the superior stability of 
Li6PS5Cl with LiNbO3-coated LiCoO2 cathode, as reflected from 
a higher initial coulombic efficiency (Figure S6, Supporting 
Information), enables a more accurate determination of the 
average electronic conductivity from the full cell aging test for 
validating the effectiveness of the proposed method. We used 

Figure 5. A) A two-step polarization method to estimate the electronic conductivity of sulfide-based SEs that decompose. Li–In/Li6PS5Cl/Au cell was 
polarized at a high cathode potential of 4.4 V versus Li/Li+ to fully oxidize the SE prior to the measurement of the steady-state current at a slightly lower 
cathode potential of 4.1 V versus Li/Li+. The steady-state current measured at the low voltage (4.1 V in this case) was then used to determine the mean 
electronic conductivity of SE polarized under the low voltage (4.1 V in this case). B) The average electronic conductivity of Li6PS5Cl SE determined from 
a self-discharge test of a Li–In/Li6PS5Cl/LiNbO3 coated LiCoO2 full cell at room temperature. The full cell was equilibrated at 4.1 V by a constant cur-
rent–constant voltage charging before putting under rest. C) Voltage decay of the Li–In/Li6PS5Cl/LiNbO3 coated LiCoO2 full cell during calendar aging 
at room temperature. Li6PS5Cl, instead of LPS, was used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach because the superior stability of 
Li6PS5Cl with LiNbO3 coated LiCoO2 cathode enables more accurate measurement of the average electronic conductivity from the full cell aging test.
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4.1  V to demonstrate the proposed two-polarization method 
based on the following reasons. First, it is close to the charge 
cut-off voltage of a typical 4  V SSB and therefore the result is 
technologically important to predict the self-discharge rate of 
a charged battery. Moreover, the electronic conductivity at this 
voltage can also be more accurately determined from the full 
cell aging test. Of course, the electronic resistance measured 
from this approach is a result of SE and interphases, but the 
interphases are expected to be very thin[51,56] and may not con-
tribute much to the overall resistance. It should be noted that 
the measured electronic conductivity at 4.1  V does not reflect 
the electrical conductivity of the SE at the same voltage, because 
the formed interphase can shield the electrolyte from the poten-
tial of the cathode and as a result, the electrolyte sees a potential 
lower than the cathode. In fact, it is not possible to measure 
the electronic conductivity of SE at such high voltage because 
the SE itself will be oxidized. Nevertheless, the measured data 
reflect the behavior of SEs in a real high-voltage SSB because 
these interphases will be formed anyway.[57]

Based on this procedure, the mean electronic conductivity of 
Li6PS5Cl SE is determined to be 9.5 × 10−10 S cm−1 when polar-
ized between a 0.6 V Li–In anode and a 4.1 V Au electrode. To 
validate whether the measured value can reflect the behavior of 
the SE in an SSB, we went to the calendar aging test of a Li–In/
Li6PS5Cl/LiNbO3-coated LiCoO2 full cell. The cell was cycled 
a few times to stabilize the interfaces and then equilibrated 
at 4.1  V versus Li/Li+ by a constant current–constant voltage 
(CC–CV) charge. The cell voltage was then monitored for a few 
months to determine the capacity loss based on the relation 
between capacity and voltage measured at a low rate of 1/10 C. 
The average electronic conductivity was then determined by 
the capacity loss, assuming the capacity loss is solely caused by 
leakage. A similar approach was used to estimate the electronic 
conductivity of LiPON.[27] The average electronic conductivity 
for the SE polarized between a 0.6 V Li–In anode and a 4.1 V 
LixCoO2 cathode determined from the aging test is 2.0 × 10−10 S 
cm−1. Given the difference in the cathode for the two different 
approaches used here, we consider the measured electronic 
conductivities from the two approaches agree well with each 
other, validating the effectiveness of the two-step polarization 
method to estimate the electronic conductivity of sulfide SEs 
that decompose. We think the two-step polarization method 
can also be used to measure the electronic conductivity of 
other sulfide-based SEs including LPS, as the SSCs of Li6PS5Cl 
measured using the conventional approaches shows very sim-
ilar behavior as LPS (Figure S7, Supporting Information). The 
mean electronic conductivity of LPS SE is also determined to 
be 2.0 × 10−10 S cm−1 when LPS is polarized between a 0.6  V 
Li–In anode and a 4.1  V Au electrode (Figure S8, Supporting 
Information). The same procedure can be used to determine 
the electronic conductivity of the SE polarized at other volt-
ages (e.g., 3.9 and 3.7 V) to understand its voltage dependence. 
In this regard, one may even use the SSCs measured during 
decreasing voltages to estimate the electronic conductivity of 
sulfide-SEs polarized at different voltages. The similar value 
for the SSC measured from the two-step polarization meas-
urement (23.8 nA) and the SSC determined by Hebb–Wagner 
measurements during decreasing voltages (34.4 nA, Figure S7, 
Supporting Information) supports this statement.

It should be noted that, however, voltage decay during cal-
endar aging of a full cell can be caused by multiple mecha-
nisms. The side reaction between oxidized LiCoO2 cathode and 
sulfide SE may be another reason and that is also why we used 
a more cathode-stable SE (Li6PS5Cl)[58] and a LiNbO3-coated 
LiCoO2

[59] to mitigate this side reaction during the aging test 
of the full cell. A quick voltage decay can be observed during 
the calendar aging of the Li–In/LPS/LiNbO3-coated LiCoO2 
cells (Figure S9, Supporting Information). The involvement 
of other mechanisms for voltage decay of the full cell suggests 
that the average electronic conductivity determined from the 
aging test of a full cell (2.0 × 10−10 S cm−1) can only be con-
sidered as an upper limit for the electronic conductivity of the 
SE. Nevertheless, given that the side reaction between a high-
voltage cathode and a sulfide-SE is expected to be a diffusion-
controlled process[33,34] and its reaction rate quickly decreases 
with time, the voltage decay at a later stage of the measure-
ment (e.g., after 200 h) can be considered to be dominated by 
electronic leakage. The large portion of voltage decay occurring 
at the late stage of aging suggests that the average electronic 
conductivity of the SE should not be too much lower than 
2.0 × 10−10 S cm−1.

Although more studies are certainly needed to fully under-
stand the mechanisms of capacity decay during calendar aging 
of a 4  V SSB based on sulfide SEs, it is unfortunate to note 
that the electronic conductivity of a cold-compressed sulfide SE 
without any intentional prior optimization does not seem to be 
sufficiently low to enable a long calendar life of >10 years. Based 
on the voltage decay, the predicted calendar life for the Li–In/
Li6PS5Cl/LiNbO3-coated LiCoO2 full cell with a 1-mm-thick SE 
is slightly over a year (448 days) at room temperature. One can 
expect the calendar life will be lower if the cell was charged to a 
higher voltage, a thin electrolyte was used, or the cell was tested 
at an elevated temperature. The calendar life of the same cell 
tested at 60 °C is measured to be around 243 days (Figure S10, 
Supporting Information). While a high electronic conductivity 
of a SE does not preclude the utilization of the sulfide-based SE 
for a long-calendar-life SSB because one can always mix the SE 
with another insulating material such as binders or introduce 
a second electronic insulating layer between SE and electrodes, 
those approaches usually comprise the ionic conductivity of the 
SE. Our results here call for urgent studies on the electronic 
transport properties in sulfide-based SEs, including the root 
causes, voltage dependences, charge carriers, effects of non-
stoichiometry, microstructure, surface chemistry, crystallinity, 
and grain/particle boundaries.[23,24,60] We would like to note that 
similar studies have been done to understand the electronic 
transport property of fuel cell electrolytes[61] and many research 
approaches,[50] both experimental and theoretical, can be bor-
rowed from there.

By using a stable reversible electrode and interpreting the 
data within the anodic stability of SEs, we were able to show 
that the electronic conductivities of LLZO and LYC are at least 
one or two orders of magnitudes lower than the reported values 
within typical battery operating voltages. We were also able to 
show the voltage dependences of their electronic conductivities 
and shed light on the possible charge carrier for the electronic 
transport in those SEs under typical battery operating voltages. 
Nevertheless, the mean electronic conductivities of LLZO and 
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LYC seem to be still quite high when compared with the mean 
electronic conductivity of Li6PS5Cl measured by full cell aging 
test based on their bandgaps. The insulating interphase caused 
by the oxidation decomposition of sulfide SE can help explain 
the result. We also suspect possible oxidations of LLZO and 
LYC may still occur when polarizing them at high voltages due 
to the catalytic effects from the Au electrode. In addition, with 
the many assumptions made for the Hebb–Wagner approach, 
uncertainties also exist during the measurement of an extremely 
small current in a high-resistance cell. The error bars of SSCs 
measured vary even with the utilization of an ultra-small cur-
rent module (BioLogic ULC300) and after putting the cells in 
a BioLogic faraday cage. We still cannot fully understand the 
underlying mechanisms for the evolution of SSC versus voltage 
for the Li–In/LLZO/Au cell at room temperature. More careful 
study on the uncertainty analysis of the Hebb–Wagner meas-
urement will be needed to better use this method. Measuring 
the capacity decay for LLZO- or LYC- based full cells, which are 
currently undergoing, can provide important insights to under-
stand the electronic conductivity of these SEs in a real SSB.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we studied the electronic conductivities of three 
typical SEs: LPS, LLZO, and LYC. We show that the reported 
electronic conductivities of SEs were overestimated from the 
conventional measurement. By revisiting the conventional 
electronic conductivity measurements including two-blocking-
electrode measurement and Hebb–Wagner approach, we also 
discussed the sources of inaccuracy and highlighted the impor-
tant role of anodic decomposition of SE in overestimating the 
electronic conductivity. Based on the finding, we proposed a 
few modifications in the electrode selection and data analysis 
to approach the intrinsic electronic conductivities of LLZO 
and LYC SEs. The voltage dependences of electronic conduc-
tivity in LLZO and LYC imply that holes, instead of electrons, 
are the dominant charge carriers for the electronic transport in 
these SEs. We also proposed a two-step polarization approach 
to estimate the electronic conductivity of sulfide-based SEs 
that decompose during measurement. Measured by the modi-
fied approaches, the electronic conductivities of all three SEs 
are at least one to two orders of magnitude lower than the 
reported values within typical battery operating voltages. This 
work provides a more accurate way to approach the intrinsic 
electronic conductivity of SEs. Nevertheless, the electronic con-
ductivities of sulfide-based SEs still seem to be too high for a 
long-calendar-life SSB. Our work highlights the importance of 
investigating a largely ignored property of SEs and calls for a 
more detailed study to understand the conduction mechanisms 
to develop strategies to lower the electronic conductivity of SEs 
for future SSB development.

4. Experimental Section
Solid Electrolyte Preparation: LPS was prepared by ball milling 

Li2S (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.98%) and P4S10 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) with a 
stoichiometric ratio at 510 rpm for 50 h. LYC was prepared by ball milling 
LiCl (Alfa Aesar, 99.995%) and YCl3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) at a molar ratio 

of 3 to 1 at 510 rpm for 50 h. LLZO preparation followed the procedure 
described in the previously published literature.[31,38] Li6PS5Cl was 
prepared by solid-state synthesis method. Li2S, P4S10, and LiCl with a 
stoichiometric ratio were mixed through ball milling at 110 rpm for 6 h. 
The mixed powders were vacuum sealed in a carbon-coated quartz tube 
and annealed at 550 °C for 24 h. Li0.5In and Li11Sb89 alloys used as the 
reversible electrodes were prepared by melting Li and the alloy element 
with appropriate molar ratios at a temperature of 50 °C higher than the 
melting temperature.

Cell Fabrication: The two-blocking electrode cell used in this work was 
prepared by sputter-coating gold (≈100 nm thick) on both sides of the 
solid electrolyte pellets. LPS, LYC, and Li6PS5Cl pellets were cold pressed 
a high pressure of 400 MPa for 3 min. The surface of LLZO was polished 
within the glovebox using 1000-grit to 5000-grit sandpapers before Au 
sputtering. Two stainless steel current collectors were tightened at both 
sides of the Au|SE|Au cell. The cells of the Hebb–Wagner measurement 
were prepared through a similar method but replaced one of the 
blocking electrodes with a reversible electrode (Li, Li–In, or Li–Sb). The 
cells with a blocking electrode and a reversible electrode for Hebb–
Wagner measurement were stored at an elevated temperature of 60 °C 
overnight, prior to the measurements at room temperature, to stabilize 
the interface with the reversible electrode. To prepare solid-state Li–In/
Li6PS5Cl/LiCoO2 full cell, 100 mg Li6PS5Cl powders were first pressed at 
a pressure of 100 MPa. A 5 g cathode composite consisting of LiNbO3 
coated LiCoO2 and Li6PS5Cl (weight ratio LiNbO3 coated LiCoO2:Li6PS5Cl 
= 70:30) was spread on the top of the solid electrolyte layer. The cathode 
and solid electrolyte were then pressed together under 350  MPa for 3 
min. Li–In anode was pressed on the other side of the solid electrolyte 
under 300 MPa.

Electronic Conductivity Measurement: The electronic conductivity 
measurements using two-blocking electrode method and the Hebb–
Wagner method were all performed at the electrochemical workstation 
(BioLogic VSP-3 Potentiostat). An ultra-low-current module (BioLogic 
ULC300) that can lower the base current range from 1 µA to 1 pA was 
also used with the potentiostat to improve the instrument’s resolution 
to detect small currents. The electrodes for cells were properly insulated 
and the cells were put in a Faraday cage (BioLogic FC-45) for the 
electronic conductivity measurements. The polarization voltage was 
gradually increased from a potential slightly higher than the OCV of the 
cell to a point where the potential of the Au electrode was 4.4 V versus 
Li/Li+ and was then decreased back with a step size of 0.2 V. The current 
evolution at each polarization voltage was recorded for a duration of 
3 h to determine the steady-state current. For two-blocking electrode 
measurements, the applied DC voltage was gradually increased from 0.1 
to 3 V. The steady-state currents for Hebb–Wagner measurements were 
measured during the increase and decrease the polarization voltages, 
with a step size of 0.2 V.
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from the author.
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